Subwoofer bass limiter

A subwoofer is to sound what wasabi is to sushi. But use it judiciously, and it can make the
whole experience much more satisfying. Subwoofers are far more complicated to connect and
fine-tune than anything else in an audio system. The acoustics of your room have a far greater
effect on subwoofer performance than on your other speakers. But millions of people have set
up subwoofers to their satisfaction, and you can, too. If the subwoofer has an input labeled LFE,
use that one. If it just has right and left stereo inputs line level , use either one. If you are using
your subwoofer with a stereo receiver that lacks a subwoofer output and many of them do , you
can connect the subwoofer using an extra set of speaker cables , as shown aboveâ€”provided
the subwoofer has speaker-level speaker wire connections, as the picks in our Best Budget
Subwoofer guide do. If you are using your subwoofer with a computer speaker system , your
speaker system may have a subwoofer output or a set of line outputs that can be connected to a
subwoofer. If neither is present, get a Y-adapter like this one. Sometimes hum can even occur
when the sub is plugged into the same outlet or outlet strip. To fix a hum problem, first check
the audio connection between the subwoofer and the receiver. A damaged or partially
disconnected cable can produce hum. If the cable is in good condition and the connections are
solid, and if your subwoofer has a detachable AC cord that you can flip in its socket on the sub,
try flipping the connector. Inexpensive subwoofers usually have just two knobs you need to
adjust: volume and crossover frequency. The crossover frequency determines the highest
notes the subwoofer will play. Set the frequency too high and it could make Ariana Grande
sound like Vin Diesel because part of her voice is coming out of the subwoofer. Set it too low
and there will be a sonic "hole" between the subwoofer and the speakers, and Vin Diesel may
start to sound a little like Ariana Grande. The idea is to get the subwoofer to pick up right where
the speakers leave off. For example, the spec sheet for the Q Acoustics i, which we tested for
our guide to the best bookshelf speakers for most stereos , shows the speaker as having a
rated frequency response of 64 Hz to 30 kHz. Be forewarned, thoughâ€”some manufacturers get
a little optimistic with these specs. For example, the spec sheet for the Audioengine HD3, which
we tested for our best wireless powered bookshelf speakers and best computer speakers
guides, rates its response down to 65 Hz, even though the HD3 is much smaller than the Q
Acoustics i and has a tiny 2. The standard crossover frequency in home theater systems is 80
Hz. If you have larger speakers, such as tower speakers, you might prefer the way a 60 Hz
crossover frequency sounds. Now you need to set the level or volume of the subwoofer relative
to the other speakers. Practically all powered subwoofers have an internal limiter that will
protect the driver and amplifier. The sound should be neither boomy nor thin. There are no rules
here. Most subwoofers also have a phase controlâ€”a switch or knob that adjusts the timing of
the bass slightly so that the subwoofer is more in sync with the main speakers. However, this
technology is notoriously unreliable and may even make the sound worse. Read our best AV
receiver guide for more information. The location of the subwoofer and listening chair in your
room will probably have a greater effect on the sound than your choice of subwoofer. Put it
somewhere else, and some bass notes will be boosted while others will be somewhat muted.
Unfortunately, this placement will deliver the most even bass only for that one seat. If you do
care about giving everyone the best sound, go ahead and do the crawl, then listen to the
bassline again from your primary listening seat and then the other seats. Then move the
subwoofer around until you find the best compromise. Or better yet, move on to the next
section of this article. Placing one subwoofer in the front left corner of your room and a
matching sub in the front right corner will provide smoother, more consistent bass response as
you move from seat to seat. In a widely heralded research project PDF , scientists from Harman
International parent company of JBL, Infinity, Revel, Mark Levinson, and a host of pro-audio
brands determined that placing four subwoofers in a room one in each corner or one in the
middle of each wall produced the most consistently smooth bass throughout a room.
Considering the low prices of our top picks in our guide to the best budget subwoofer , buying
two subwoofers can be a practical alternative for more serious listeners. If you play pink noise
available from many sources, including YouTube through your system, these apps will show
you how smooth the bass response in your room is and how well the subwoofer is blending
with your main speakers. Even if you do have measurement gear and the knowledge and
patience to use it, the ultimate test of subwoofer setup is whether you like the sound. You
should also be able to feel couch-shaking impact during explosions in action movies without
making the bass sound boomy in lighter music, such as most pop and jazz. Without a doubt, a
tight bassline is central to any good track. The bass adds soul, rhythm, and so much more,
essentially creating the foundation of every song. However, it can be tricky to find the best
plugins for bass with so many options out there.. Bassroom lives up to its name-. The EQ plugin
is designed to emulate the sound conditions of different rooms. The plugin places you in a 3D
sound visualizer, separated by different frequencies. This unique approach to mixing is

innovative in itself, and perhaps ideal for mastering the art of bass mixing. A bassline should be
heard and enjoyed through all acoustic conditions, not just on professional studio monitors.
The plugin is broken down into 5 different EQ bands that go in between Hz. Each section can be
toggled to have more or less energy, depending on what virtual space you select your sound to
be edited in. Bassroom features live bypass automation, and its EQ and Q filters are designed to
highlight the best tones of bass sounds. The plugin also offers 60 different presets, each
catered to a specific genre of music. This feature allows the user to not only craft desired
sound, but learn more about bass mixing among multiple disciplines. Bassroom is very
affordable, intuitive and acts as a valuable learning tool as a valuable added bonus. Check it
out. While the best practice is to re-record weak track parts, sometimes that luxury is not
available. MBassador by MeldaProduction proses a unique solution for those of us in this
all-too-familiar predicament. The plugin is able to generate sub bass and generally more hearty
bass tones from preexisting audio. The plugin uses low-pass filters to determine the best
frequencies to highlight and reference from, usually at a Hz rate a bit below where the kick drum
rests. From there, a mimicked Bass and 2 different Sub Bass patterns can be enabled to boost
the low end. To add girth, resonance, higher tones, and artifacts can also be added. As a
reference, there is a built-in limiter on the interface which is extremely helpful, especially with
low-end frequencies that our ears tend to distort. Within each artificial track, there are two
modulation knobs: Saturation and Tone. The plugin itself is very user-friendly and fairly simple
to use. Unfortunately, you cannot alter the pitch of a signal within this plugin. As for the price
point, it is affordable and pretty comparable to other plugins of its stature. Waves has created a
plugin that promises crystal-clear clarity and sub tones up to two octaves below your desired
low-end sound. Submarine is based around two central sub generators. It features a frequency
visualizer and EQ, so you can pinpoint exactly what frequency will be used to generate
monstrous sub frequencies. There is also a frequency range timeline, where you can adjust
either end should you want to boost a particular range instead of one specific frequency. A
huge benefit of Waves Submarine is that it uses a form of granular synthesis in preprocessing
to ensure that the artificially produced frequencies are at perfect pitch and reconstructed in a
way that coincides with the original signal. The Sasquatch Kick Machine takes any kick sample
into its interface and gives it the extra low-end power it needs. The simplicity of the VST allows
it to be useful across the board in any genre of music. Once loaded into the interface, the kick
drum can be modulated with 3 different toggle options: 1 Click- The punchy part of the kick 2
Oomph- The heavier frequencies within the kick used for building a strong low end 3 Drive- The
overall level of the signal. The VST bases all changes around the signal alone- It has no internal
samples. Although this could be seen as a drawback, it also means less CPU usage. The Kick
Machine is overall pretty affordable and is a great tool to get you the strong, noticeable kicks
you desire. After all, a good low end is not just about sub bass. Not all great tools have to be
expensive. Bark of Dog offers a remarkably simple and effective plugin for boosting your bass
at the very affordable price of FREE! Created by an independent producer, this plugin allows
you to shortcut the EQing process hassle-free. Bark of Dog is essentially just a high pass filter
catered towards boosting bass sounds in the mix. The plugin is broken down into three
different modes- Classic, Passive, and Combo. Classic Mode resembles the original,
single-processor version of this plugin. It is the default mode of the VST and allows you to
adjust the incoming signal by amplitude and frequency, focusing on the resonant bass tones.
Here, undesired frequencies are removed according to the curve of the EQ, and the cut-off
frequencies are boosted. This subharmonic generator by Waves can be used for more than just
bass. Commonly, LoAir is used to add a punch to kicks, other percussion instruments, and
deep cinematic soundscapes. With any easily understood user-interface, this plugin can help
you get the deeper tones you need in a jiffy. LoAir is passed around an incoming signal and a
couple of processing knobs. There are no built-in sounds, so all tones generated are stemming
directly from the original signal, which makes this post-processing sound more natural. It
should be noted, however, that the generated tones may require additional basic polishing
outside of the plugin- i. The range sets the cutoff of the lowpass filter. LoAir toggles the level of
the generated tones. Lo adjusts the level of the filtered signal. Having these parameters
separate creates a unique balance that stands out in the mix. Although relatively simple, LoAir
is pretty inexpensive and creates the subby tones our ears love efficiently. Instead of boosting
the low-end signals or using a version of a high-pass filter, the VST works to artificially produce
resonant overtones in your mix, making the low-end sound more full. This versatility centered
around creating a fuller sound that can be applied to genres across the board. Since this plugin
is only adding resonant tones, it has the added bonus of not mudding up the frequency
spectrum. MaxxBass analyzes the incoming signal and produces a couple of key tones. Your
ears fill intuitive fill in the gaps between the original signal and the artificial frequencies, making

the sound appear more full. Although the plugin is pretty limited in function, its distinct way of
addressing a weak low-end and affordability make it worth a try at the very least. Visual features
like this one can make or break a plugin, especially when dealing with the low-end of a songOur ears are better at distinguishing higher frequencies, so a visual aid ensures that we are
producing the precise, in-tune sound our ears crave. Renaissance Bass is excellent at creating
the punchy, dense bass sounds that are essential to EDM and dance music, and for this reason
many engineers consider this the best plugin for bass. The plugin itself is super affordable and
includes a couple of presets to try and experiment with. This VST is extremely simple but still
proves to be a valuable tool. The interface contains an input signal toggle, a fader for changing
amplitude, and an output fader with a visualizer to prevent clipping when adjusting levels.
Similarly to other plugins, Renaissance Bass simply adds desired and pivotal harmonics to the
low end of a mix to produce a chunkier sound. You can dial in your cut-off frequency pretty
quickly, which can help speed up your workflow. The plugin takes up a very low amount of CPU,
making it very versatile across platforms. It can also be applied to kicks to give them a more
punchy attack. The user interface itself is warm and welcoming, making it inviting to use.
Outside of aesthetics, Bass XL works great for experienced producers who know what precise
frequencies they want to boost within a mix. The VST works by boosting a frequency selected
by the user. Bass XL allows you to hear the volume of the adjusted signal and processed signal
independently and also offers the feature of compressing the signals together within the plugin,
instead of just the processed one. Moreover, the plugin gives tone and position toggles, which
aid in the mixing process. You can save time and get closer to a fully finished bass sound
within the plugin, streamlining your workflow. Not to mention, the plugin is extremely
affordable. However, for those considering purchasing a plugin bundle anyways, definitely take
PSP bundles into consideration. MixBass is very powerful and super successful at producing at
convincing analog bass sounds that are few and far between. This plugin is best used in dance
and electronic music but can be applied to a number of genres with its versatility of controls.
MixBass is packed with controls subcategorized by control, compression, character, punch,
and output. The user interface resembles a rack mount hardware piece and is just as complex.
That coupled with its lack of embedded visualizers makes it a tool geared towards experienced
professionals, or those looking to commit a lot of time to learn the ins-and-outs of a pack. This
plugin is certainly powerful. Its central feature is a chain of audio effects designed to pull out
the high frequencies within a low-end and carve out the top-end in conjunction to produce a
meaty, clean bass sound. Regardless of what VST you go with, there are a couple of general
tips and tricks you should use to get an effective low-end mix. Here a couple of things to keep in
mind during your creation process. Typically, bass and kick sounds rest in between Hz. Visual
aids in plugins can make this process easier. Cut out unnecessary noise in the mix. Figure out
what should be highlighted. Often in the low-end, sounds are competing aggressively with one
another to stand out. This will help you determine what you should compress other elements to.
Add Harmonics. Adding barely noticeable frequencies that quickly beef up the low-end is simple
with plugins like MaxxBass, Renaissance Bass, LoAir, etc. BassXL utilizes this technology to
create a cleaner mix. Use a reference track to emulate the desired sound. This is a standard
practice throughout the music industry, and certain plugins such as Bassroom allow you to do
this within the plugin. Arrange low-end sounds appropriately. Create space in the mix so
low-end sounds do not overlap too often. All in all, the low-end is a very delicate yet extremely
important part of the mix. Bass mixing VSTs assist in creating the vital foundation of a song.
October 31, January 15, October 15, December 30, July 18, January 29, Your email address will
not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Skip to content Without a doubt, a tight bassline is central to any good track. Bass
Mixing and Enhancement Tips Regardless of what VST you go with, there are a couple of
general tips and tricks you should use to get an effective low-end mix. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. First, look up the power rating and impedance of
your speakers. Using an Ohms Law calculator that can be found online or downloaded as an
app you can determine that W at 4 ohms requires This is the power-handling limit of your
speakers in volts. The signal generator can be a CD or MP3 player using a prerecorded sine
wave tone or it can be a device that generates sine wave. There are plenty of sources for either
on the internet. The limiter should have a threshold control, an attack time control, a release
time control and an output control. At this point the amplifier is technically not loaded. When
you connect a speaker load, the amp will most likely clip a little earlier than it will when only
connected to a voltmeter. It may be necessary to lower the output of the limiter by as much as 2
to 3dB to account for the additional current required to run actual loudspeakers. In general, the
better the quality of the amp, the less the level will have to be reduced. If the reading is still
above your limit, lower the threshold until the voltage reading remains at the predetermined

limit. Your limiter is going to be used to prevent the overheating of your coils instead of
preventing the clipping of your amplifier. For subwoofers the attack time should be set between
4ms and 10ms. Longer attack times can be used when an amplifier can deliver more than the
rated power of the speakers. This allows you to take advantage of the power headroom of the
amplifier without heat saturating the woofers and melting the coils. For peak limiters, a fast
release time is preferred. Usually the release time is set as a multiple of the attack time so a 4ms
attack time will call for a release time of 8 to 16ms. In some cases the release time can simply be
set as 2x, 4x the attack time to get the same result. Again, for a peak limiter, a faster rate is
better. A lower threshold setting with a higher output setting will produce a thicker sound but
may lack impact. Live music tends to blow things through clipping amplifiers and massive
dynamic transients whereas prerecorded music tends to blow things though heat saturation.
Building a system that can handle either duty requires knowledge of the demands of both as
well as the implementation of technologies that can meet the demands of both while protecting
the system from the dangers of either. DJs tend to blow the woofers of live systems. The DJ
may end up riding the limiters but your woofers will have a better experience. You can cut the
threshold dramatically and make up a bit with output gain. This will give the illusion of more
bass while hopefully keeping the speakers out of trouble. You can also lower the output level of
the tops on the crossover by a significant percentage of the cut you made in the subwoofer
threshold. Live music tends to blow the highs in DJ systems. If you plan to use a DJ or club
system for live music you will probably find the amplifiers clipping on the peaks because live
music is more dynamic. Lowering the overall level will keep the sound quality up and keep the
speakers working but may not keep everyone happy. David, Is it preferred to have release times
be the same for Low, Mid, and Hi , limiter output settings? Concert Sound. The short answer is
no. The release times should be appropriate to the frequency bands. This helps make the
limiting action less perceptible. Hello, i used your guide and is very useful. My required voltage
was about 63 volts, and my amp deliver about 70 volts clipping amp , i lowered the threshold
until my reading was about 59 volts no more clipping I used 50hz test tone. But sometimes
when i play music recorded music, iTunes music the amp clipping starts. Should i pay attention
to this? Why my am is still clipping? Another question, my amp can deliver about w in 4 ohms
per channel , and i have 2 pairs of subs, each pair has 2xw rms w total in 4ohms per pair. Yes,
you can run your subs absolutely safely if you follow the instructions above. The reason
under-powering is considered dangerous is because most of the time people will tend to clip
their amps trying to get greater output and the clipping tends to burn voice coils. The only
consequence of under-powering your subs, provided you are not clipping your amp, is that they
will not reach their absolute maximum output. And your amp will be fine, too. Clipping the amp
is likely to damage speakers but not likely to damage the amp. What damages amps are things
like shorted speaker wires, too many speakers on a channel, voltage spikes and sags or
overheating. If you avoid those, your amp should be fine. Hi, I have an amp and it is w a 8ohms
and a have a pair of Wharfedale Delta 15 speakers w RMS each one here is a link with the
description of it. My digital processor is a STS b and it has a limiter. Thanks for your time. To
convert to ms, take and divide by the time in ms. Great article I set my pa up today to set my
limiters but ran in to 2 problems the first one I had to set my limiters to their lowest setting db!
Also before I go putting my multimeter in to my amp unloaded is this safe for class D and all
over power amplifiers? I was always told never to run a power amp flat out with out a load.
Thank you. Blog is very informative. From the specs it appears they have similar high-pass
filters so I would suggest using them both without additional crossover filters in the dbx. This
would give you the best low-end response from the combination. More than 6dB if the gain on
the sub is set higher than the top. To this point the signal path should be the same for both the
top and sub except perhaps for the limiter settings. You will be giving up a bit of level from the
tops but the limit is the limit and if it sounds much better at a slightly lower level, in my opinion,
it would be worth it. Rest post and very helpful! If I know the voltage my speakers can handle
should I follow all the instructions above and reduce the threshold on my DSP limiter until the
voltage required is met on the multimeter? Then slowly reduce the gain level until the
multimeter gives the correct reading? You must be logged in to post a comment. Contact Us
Facebook Twitter. Facebook Twitter. How To Set a Limiter for Subwoofers. Limiters are intended
to protect your speakers from getting fried by too much amplifier power or by clipping your
amplifier. What follows is a method for setting a limiter that should prevent your speakers from
being blown under most circumstances. Some general rules of thumb: A lower threshold setting
with a higher output setting will prod
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uce a thicker sound but may lack impact. Need more info? Contact us. Sam Alonge on February
3, at am. Concert Sound Log in to Reply. Hi Sam, The short answer is no. Log in to Reply.
Mando on August 6, at am. My limiter is in milliseconds. I think Release is not same with Decay?
Mando on August 27, at pm. Hi again, Another question, my amp can deliver about w in 4 ohms
per channel , and i have 2 pairs of subs, each pair has 2xw rms w total in 4ohms per pair. What
is your advice for protecting my amp and also my subs. Big thanks! Adrian Prado on August 28,
at pm. Adrian Prado on August 29, at pm. Thank you Log in to Reply. Bay Area Production on
May 12, at am. Hello morethanbass, Blog is very informative. Let me know how it works out..
Best, David Lee Log in to Reply. Kabir on June 10, at am. Hi David, Rest post and very helpful!
Regards Kabir Log in to Reply. Submit a Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
comment. Stay Connected. Name Email Subscribe. Music Made Physical.

